
Types of mark and grade on this report

Raw mark

Adjusted 

mark

Component 

grade

Final mark

Syllabus total

Syllabus 

grade

The candidate's overall grade, produced by comparing the syllabus total mark to 

the option thresholds. 

A* is not available for Cambridge International AS Level.

Click on the tabs below for component marks for each syllabus taken at your centre and a 

summary of your results.

The mark awarded by the examiner or marker for that component, which appears 

on the candidate's script. Raw marks are not displayed for components carried 

forward from a previous series. Due to quality assurance checks, more than one 

raw mark might be on a script. In these cases, the live mark is shown in this report.

Raw marks can be adjusted due to moderation, examiner scaling or special 

consideration. Where no adjustment applies, the raw and adjusted marks are the 

same. Adjusted marks are not displayed for components carried forward from a 

previous series.

Indicates the candidate's performance on that component, but is not used to 

determine the syllabus grade. The component grade is determined by comparing 

the adjusted mark to the component grade thresholds.

A* is not available at component level.

The adjusted mark multiplied by the weighting factor for that component, where 

applicable. This makes sure that the component represents the correct proportion 

of the overall result.

Where weighting is not required the final and adjusted marks are the same.

Final marks that are not included in the syllabus total appear in brackets.

The total of the final marks for the components that contributed to the overall result.

You must ensure you are referring to the option containing the components that 

contributed to the final result when comparing the syllabus total mark to the option 

thresholds.

Where there is more than one route to a result, the mark used will be the one that 

produces the best possible result.
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